TBF of CT monthly minutes of
meeting held on June 21, 2012
Present were: Bio Bass, Midstate, Southeast., Bass
Fin-addicts, Southern, Valley B.A., Schaghticoke,
Northern.
Minutes were accepted as written.
Treasurer’s Report: We have approx. $3,000 more
on hand then we did this time last year.
Youth: Dom G. had the results from the last two
junior tournaments. June 30th on Webster Lake will
be the high school fish off.
Tournament Dir.: We had 18 boats at the last Open.
Dino M. & Mike Y. worked this last Open. Jeff
stated he needs more help in the mornings. At this
Open we had a boat break down. One of the anglers
called the Tournament Dir. And demanded to be
towed in right NOW.. He got mad and started
swearing. Jeff said he would get them at the end of
the day.. Jeff called him back within 15 minutes to
say he would come get him new - and he already
had someone else towing him in.
There were comments about the Trail
tournaments: The suggestion of having an on the
water meeting BEFORE take off to go over rules for
the day. … Where the weigh in will be & bring your
fish up TOGETHER. The last tournament on
Candlewood.. Boats were checked in but did not
launch - GET in the water… there are other
tournaments starting at various times and you may
not make it in before the start of OUR tournament.
State Team meeting at the launch at the last
tournament. Scott Janus has dropped off the team
and will be replaced by Peter Bates. (Dino M moves
up to angler - Jim C. to 1st alt. - Peter B. to 2nd alt.)
OLD BUSINESS:
Ranger Cup money should be the same as last year,
We will need pictures for winners from the trail
events.
NEW BUSINESS: Dom G. mentioned us looking
into getting a laptop for the trail weigh in system.
Jeff is looking into it.
Respectfully submitted,
Amy Perry TBF of CT Secretary
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